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MOTION COMPENSATED PREDICTION 
INTERFRAME CODING SYSTEM 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention generally relates to a television system and 

more particularly to a motion compensated prediction inter 
frame system for performing motion compensated predic 
tion interframe coding of television signals. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Recently, With advance in techniques of moving picture 

coding, a motion compensated prediction interframe coding 
system has been developed as an efficient coding system for 
effecting an ef?cient coding of a color moving picture for 
use in a visual telephone (or video telephone), a video 
conference system, CD ROM, a digital video tape recorder 
(VTR) and so on. An example of a motion compensated 
prediction interframe coding system is described in T. 
Fukinuki: Multidimensional Signal Processing of TV 
Picture, Nikkan Kogyo Shinbun Company, Chapter 7 “Ef? 
cient Coding”, pp. 213—291 (1988. 11. 15). 
When a large quantity of prediction error signals is 

generated, the motion compensated prediction interframe 
coding system limits an amount of codes of the generated 
prediction error signals by employing a large step size for 
quantization (hereunder sometimes referred to as a quanti 
zation step size) in such a Way that at the coding of a picture 
can be achieved a constant frame rate. An example of a 
conventional method of determining a step size for quanti 
zation is disclosed in CCITT (Comite Consultatif Interna 
tionale Telegraphique et Telephinque) SGXV Document 
#525: Description of Ref. Model 8 (RM 8), Working Party 
XV/4 Specialist Group on Coding for Visual Telephony 
(1989. 6. 9). 

Hereinafter, a prior art motion compensated prediction 
interframe coding system Will be describe by referring to 
FIG. 1. 

In this ?gure, reference numeral 51 represents an input 
terminal from Which television signals are inputted to the 
system; 53 a motion vector calculating portion for compar 
ing a picture signal of a block (hereunder referred to as a 
coding block), Which is to be coded, of a current frame With 
a reproduced picture signal of a previous frame and calcu 
lating a motion vector; 54 a picture memory portion for 
storing reproduced picture signals of a current and previous 
frames; 58 a motion compensation predicting portion for 
performing a motion compensation predicting of the repro 
duced picture signals of the pervious frame; 60 a coding 
method selection portion for selecting a method of coding of 
a block from an interframe coding and intraframe coding 
methods; 62 an intra-loop ?lter portion for performing 
two-dimensional loWpass ?ltering processing of a motion 
compensation predicting signal; 64 a prediction error evalu 
ating portion for evaluating a prediction error by computing 
the difference betWeen an original picture signal and a 
predictive signal of a coding block; 66 a switch portion for 
selecting a signal, of Which an orthogonal transform is 
effected, in accordance With a coding method selecting 
signal and further selecting a signal from Which a repro 
duced picture is calculated; 68 an orthogonal transform 
portion for performing an orthogonal transform of the 
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2 
selected signal; 70 a quantization portion for quantizing 
coef?cients of an orthogonal transform (hereunder referred 
to as orthogonal transform coef?cients) of the selected 
signal; 73 a quantization step-size computing portion for 
computing a step size for the quantization; 74 a code 
memory portion for temporarily storing a transmission 
frame; 76 an inverse orthogonal transform portion for effect 
ing an inverse orthogonal transform of the quantized coef 
?cients of the orthogonal transform; 78 a reproduced picture 
calculating portion for calculating a reproduced picture of a 
current frame; 82 a prediction error coding portion for 
performing What is called “transmitting channel coding” of 
a prediction error; 84 a motion vector coding portion for 
performing the transmitting channel coding of a motion 
vector; 86 a multiplexer portion for computing a transmit 
ting frame on the basis of the prediction code and the motion 
vector; and 89 an output terminal from Which a transmission 
signal is output. 

Hereinafter, an operation of the prior art motion compen 
sated prediction interframe coding system having the above 
described arrangement Will be described. 

First, television signals are converted into digital televi 
sion signals by an analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion circuit 
(not shoWn). Then, pixels represented by the digital televi 
sion signals are divided into blocks each of Which is a 
rectangular array composed of M><N pixels arranged in M 
columns and N roWs. Further, the digital television signals 
are input to the system from the input terminal 51 as input 
television signals 52. Then, the motion vector calculating 
portion 53 compares the input television signal With a 
reproduced picture signal 55 of a previous frame stored in 
the picture memory portion 54 and calculating the motion of 
a coding block as a motion vector and moreover outputs a 
motion vector signal 56 representing the motion vector. 
Simultaneously, the motion vector calculating portion 53 
judges from the result of the evaluation of the motion vector 
Whether the motion compensation made With respect to the 
coding block is effective or ineffective. Further, the motion 
vector calculating portion 53 outputs a motion compensation 
control signal Which represents the result of the judgement 
and is superposed on the motion vector signal 56. 
The motion compensation prediction portion 58 performs 

a motion compensation prediction of the reproduced televi 
sion signal 55 of a previous frame in case Where the motion 
compensation control signal indicates that the motion com 
pensation prediction is effective and outputs the reproduced 
television signal Without change as a motion compensation 
prediction signal 59 in case Where the motion compensation 
control signal indicates that the motion compensation pre 
diction is ineffective. 
The coding method selection portion 60 compares the 

input television signal 52 With the motion compensation 
prediction signal 59 every block and judges Whether or not 
the motion compensation prediction is effective. Further, the 
coding method selection portion 60 judges that an intraframe 
coding method is effective for a current block in question in 
case Where the motion compensation prediction is effective 
and that an interframe coding method is effective for a 
current block in question in case Where the motion compen 
sation prediction is not effective, and outputs a coding 
method selection signal 61 representing the result of this 
judgement. In this Way, a coding method to be used in 
coding each block may be changed from the intraframe 
coding method to the interframe coding method and vice 
versa. This can make the folloWing improvements on 
another conventional system Which employs only the inter 
frame coding method: 
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(1) Picture quality can be improved after a scene is 
changed because the intraframe coding method is employed 
When the scene is changed. 

(2) Picture quality can be also improved When a moving 
body largely moves because a background Which has hid 
itself behind the moving body emerges from behind it and in 
such a case, the intraframe coding is employed. 

Incidentally, in case of a coding method employed in 
storage type media such as CD ROM, it is necessary to insert 
a frame of Which all blocks are coded by performing the 
intraframe coding method (hereunder referred to as a 
refreshment frame) betWeen frames every constant frame 
period in order to realiZe an editing function and a backWard 
editing function of a reproduced picture. Further, the inser 
tion of the refreshment frame can be achieved by providing 
the motion compensation prediction interframe coding sys 
tem With the intraframe coding function. 

Then, the intra-loop ?ltering portion 62 performs the 
tWo-dimensional loWpass ?ltering processing of a coding 
block of Which the motion compensation prediction is 
effected by using the motion vector and further outputs a 
prediction signal 63. Subsequently, the prediction error 
evaluating portion 64 evaluates the difference betWeen the 
input television signal 52 and the prediction signal 63 of the 
coding block and outputs a prediction error signal 53 rep 
resenting the evaluated difference. 

Thereafter, in case Where the coding method selection 
signal 61 indicates that the intraframe coding method is 
selected, the sWitching portion 66 selects the input television 
52 as a signal 67 to be transformed by performing the 
orthogonal transform. In contrast, in case Where the coding 
method selection signal 61 indicates that the interframe 
coding method is selected, the sWitching portion 66 selects 
the prediction error 65 as a signal 67. 

Further, the orthogonal transform portion 68 performs the 
orthogonal transform of the signal 67 to remove therefrom 
effects of the high-degree correlation betWeen each pair of 
the neighbors of a piXel corresponding to the signal 67 and 
further outputs orthogonal transform coef?cients 69. At that 
time, a discrete cosine transform (DCT), Which has a high 
ef?ciency of transform and of Which ?rmWare may be 
realiZed, is usually employed as the orthogonal transform. 

Then, the quantization portion 70 quantiZes the prediction 
error orthogonal transform coefficients 69 and outputs 
orthogonal transform quantization coef?cients 72. 

The quantiZation step-siZe computing portion 73 calcu 
lates the quantiZation step siZe 71 from an amount 75 of 
codes remained in the code memory 74 in accordance With 
a method as Will be described beloW. 

The method of calculating the quantiZation step siZe 71 
used in this prior art system Will be described in detail 
hereinbeloW. 

In this prior art system, a picture represented by the input 
television signal is composed of 352 columns and 288 roWs 
(i.e., 352 piXels in each roW and 288 lines in the vertical 
direction) and is divided into blocks each of Which is 
referred to as a Macro Block and is composed of 16 columns 
and 16 roWs (i.e., 16 piXels in each roW and 16 lines in the 
vertical direction), as illustrated in FIG. 2. The quantiZation 
step siZe Qb is calculated from the folloWing equation (1) at 
regular intervals on n Macro Blocks (n is a predetermined 
positive integer) When the quantiZation is effected. 

Qb=2><INT[B+200q]+2 (1) 

Where (a) INT[*] is de?ned as a function of rounding a part 
after the decimal point of an argument * doWn (e.g., INT 
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4 
[1.5]=1, INT[1.3]=1, INT[1.6]=1), (b) Bcont represents the 
amount of the code remained in the code memory portion 74 
and (c) q represents a coding rate parameter de?ned by the 
equation (2) using the coding rate V: 

(e.g., q=1 if V=64K bits/second). 
As is apparent from the equation (1), When the amount of 

the remained code Bcont increases, the quantiZation step 
siZe Qb also increases so as to limit an amount of generated 
codes and achieve the coding of video signals at a constant 
frame rate. For instance, if the amount of the remained code 
Bcont=700 bits, the quantiZation step siZe Qb=8. Further, if 
the amount of the remained code Bcont=6100 bits, the 
quantiZation step siZe Qb=62. Incidentally, the quantiZation 
is performed by using a predetermined quantiZation step siZe 
Qb With respect to a ?rst Macro Block to a (n—1)th Macro 
Block. For eXample, the Qb is set to be 32 in case Where 
V=64K bits/sec. and q=1. 

In this prior art system, the value of n representing an 
interval of the calculations of the quantiZation step siZe is set 
to be 12. 
The inverse orthogonal transform portion 76 performs the 

inverse orthogonal transform of the orthogonal transform 
quantiZation coef?cients 72 and outputs a quantiZation 
error-containing orthogonal transform signal 77 represent 
ing the result of the inverse orthogonal transform. 

Further, the sWitching portion 66 selects a numerical 
value-Zero signal 80 as a reproduced picture calculating 
signal 79 in case Where the coding method selection signal 
61 selects the intraframe coding method. In contrast, the 
sWitching portion 66 selects the prediction signal 63 as the 
reproduced picture calculating signal 79 in case Where the 
coding method selection signal 61 selects the interframe 
coding method. 

Then, the reproduced picture calculating portion 78 adds 
the reproduced picture calculating signal 79 and the 
quantiZation-error-containing orthogonal transform signal 
77 and outputs a reproduced picture signal 81 representing 
a reproduced picture of the coding block. Further, the picture 
memory 44 stores the reproduced picture signal 81 of the 
current frame and outputs the reproduced television signal 
(hereunder sometimes referred to as the reproduced picture 
signal) 55 of the previous frame. Moreover, the prediction 
error coding portion 82 performs the coding of the orthogo 
nal transform quantiZation coef?cients 72, a signal indicat 
ing the quantiZation step siZe 71 and the coding method 
selection signal 61 and outputs a prediction error code 83. 
Incidentally, the coding of the quantiZation step siZe 71 is 
performed only When the quantiZation step siZe 71 changes, 
namely, is performed only once every n Marco Blocks. 

Furthermore, the motion vector coding portion 84 per 
forms the coding of the motion vector signal 56 and calcu 
lates a motion vector code 85. Thereafter, the multiplexer 
portion 86 calculates a transmission frame 87, Which has a 
predetermined format, from the prediction error code 83 and 
the motion vector 85. Subsequently, the code memory 
portion 74 stores the transmission frame 87 once and further 
outputs the transmission frame 87 from the output terminal 
89 in synchroniZation With a clock signal, Which is inputted 
from an external circuit (not shoWn), as a transmission code 
88. Simultaneously, the code memory portion 74 calculates 
an amount of codes remained therein and outputs a signal 
indicating the calculated amount of the remained codes. 

HoWever, in this prior art system constructed as above 
described, the quantiZation step siZe Qb is ?Xed during an 

(2) 
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interval of blocks (n blocks (i.e., n Marco Blocks) in case of 
this prior art system) at Which the calculation of the quan 
tization step size is calculated. 

That is, prediction errors are quantized by using the same 
quantization step size Ob during the continuous n blocks 
independently of characteristics of the input television sig 
nals. More particularly, during the interval at Which the 
calculation of the quantization is calculated, of the continu 
ous blocks, a block having a ?ne pattern or texture and 
another block having a coarse pattern are quantized by using 
the same quantization step size Qb. Thus, the prior art 
system has a ?rst drawback that the picture quality of the 
block having a ?ne patter is degraded, namely, What is called 
a “block distortion”, Which is a phenomenon that the block 
loses the ?neness of the pattern thereof and comes to have 
a ?at pattern, occurs due to the quantization of a prediction 
error generated from the block having a ?ne pattern and is 
visually perceived as degradation in picture quality. 

Further, similarly, the quantized orthogonal transform 
coef?cients are quantized by using the same quantization 
step size Ob during the continuous n blocks independently 
of characteristics of the input television signals. That is 
during the interval at Which the calculation of the quantiza 
tion is calculated, of the continuous blocks, a block having 
a ?ne pattern, Which should be coded by using the interframe 
coding method, and another block having a coarse pattern 
are quantized by using the same quantization step size Qb. 
Thus, the prior art system has another similar draWback 
(hereunder referred to as a second drawback) that the picture 
quality of the block, Which should be coded by the inter 
frame coding method, having a ?ne patter is degraded, 
namely, the “block distortion” occurs due to the quantization 
of orthogonal transform coef?cients generated from the 
block having a ?ne pattern and is visually perceived as 
degradation in picture quality. 
On the other hand, in order to reduce the amount of the 

codes generated by coding the quantization step size, the 
number of the continuous blocks quantized by using the 
same quantization step size needs to be more than a prede 
termined number, Which is n in case of the above described 
prior art system. Thus, practically, it is not possible that the 
quantization step size is calculated or changed every block. 
The present invention is created to obviate the above 
described draWbacks of the prior art system. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is therefore a ?rst object of the present invention to 
eliminate the ?rst draWback of the prior art system, namely, 
to provide a motion compensated prediction interframe 
coding system Which can improve the picture quality by 
calculating a second quantization step size for each block 
from a reference (i.e., a ?rst quantization step size), Which 
is calculated from an amount of generated codes as propor 
tional to the visual ?neness of each of the continuous blocks 
to be quantized by using the ?rst quantization step size, and 
further quantizing the prediction error signals by using the 
second quantization step size, namely, by employing a 
second quantization step size, Which is smaller than the ?rst 
quantization step size, for the quantization of a block having 
a ?ne pattern to limit the amount of the generated codes and 
maintain the ?neness of the block and to thereby improve the 
picture quality of the block having a ?ne pattern, as Well as 
the picture quality of an entire picture. 

To achieve the foregoing ?rst object and in accordance 
With a ?rst aspect of the present invention, there is provided 
a motion compensated prediction interframe coding system 
Which comprises an analog-to-digital conversion means for 
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6 
performing an analog-to-digital conversion of a television 
signal, a block dividing means for dividing a predetermined 
area of the television signal digitalized by the analog-to 
digital conversion means into blocks each having a prede 
termined size, a motion vector calculating means for calcu 
lating a motion vector, Which represents a motion of a 
television picture represented by the television signal, of 
each block and for judging With respect to each Whether or 
not the motion compensation is performed by using by the 
motion vector, a motion compensation means for performing 
a motion compensation of a reproduced picture signal of a 
previous frame With respect to each block of Which the 
motion compensation is determined by the motion vector 
calculating means to be effected and for calculating pre 
dicted gray levels of piXels of each block of Which the 
motion compensation is effected, a prediction error evalu 
ating means for computing the difference betWeen the gray 
level of each piXel of a coding block of the television picture 
and the predicted gray level thereof as a prediction error 
thereof, an orthogonal transform means for performing an 
orhtogonal transform of the prediction error of each piXel of 
a coding block of the television picture so as to obtain 
orthogonal transform coefficients; 

a ?rst quantization step-size computing means for com 
puting a ?rst step size for the quantization from an amount 
of generated codes, a variance calculating means for calcu 
lating a variance of the gray levels of the piXels of each block 
of input television signal, a second quantization step-size 
computing means for classi?es the blocks into a predeter 
mined number of classes according to the variance and 
computing a second step size for the quantization of each 
block from the ?rst step size, a quantization means for 
quantizing coef?cients of an orthogonal transform by using 
the second step size to obtain quantized coef?cients of 
orthogonal transform, an orthogonal transform coef?cient 
coding means for performing the coding of the prediction 
error, the ?rst step size and information on the classes and 
the quantized coefficients of the orthogonal transform, a 
quantized prediction error calculating means for effecting an 
inverse orthogonal transform of the quantized coef?cients of 
the orthogonal transform to obtain quantized prediction 
errors, a reproduced picture calculating means for calculat 
ing a reproduced picture from the quantized prediction 
errors and the predicted gray levels of the piXels of the 
blocks, a memory portion for storing the reproduced picture 
and a motion vector coding means for performing the coding 
of the motion vectors. 

Incidentally, the ?neness of the pattern of a block of the 
input television signal is considered as can be represented by 
a variance 02 of gray levels or brightness of piXels contained 
in the block. Therefore, for eXample, the variance 02 of gray 
levels of piXels of a block having a ?ne pattern is considered 
as smaller than that of gray levels of piXels of a block having 
a coarse pattern in Which the gray level radically changes 
among piXels. Further, it can be considered that the higher 
the ?neness of the pattern of a block, the smaller the variance 
of the gray levels of the piXels of the block becomes. 

Thus, the motion compensated prediction interframe cod 
ing system according to the ?rst aspect of the present 
invention can limit the amount of the generated codes and 
improve the picture quality of a block having a ?ne pattern 
by measuring the ?neness of patterns of blocks of the input 
television signal in terms of the variance 02 of the gray level 
and quantizing the prediction error signals by use of a 
second quantizing step size, Which is obtained by multiply 
ing the ?rst quantization step size a value proportional to the 
?neness of patterns of blocks in such a manner to be smaller 
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than the ?rst quantization step size, for the quantization of 
a block, Which has a ?ne pattern, other than blocks to be 
quantized by using the ?rst quantization step size among the 
continuous blocks. 

Further, it is a second object of the present invention to 
eliminate the second drawback of the prior art system, 
namely, to provide a motion compensated prediction inter 
frame coding system Which can improve the picture quality 
by calculating a second quantization step size for blocks to 
be coded by using the intraframe coding method from a 
reference (i.e., a ?rst quantization step size), Which is 
calculated from an amount of generated codes as propor 
tional to the visual ?neness of the blocks to be coded by 
using the intraframe coding method and further quantizing 
the orthogonal transform coef?cients by using the second 
quantization step size, namely, by employing a second 
quantization step size, Which is smaller than the ?rst quan 
tization step size, for the quantization of a block having a 
?ne pattern to limit the amount of the generated codes and 
maintain the ?neness of the block and to thereby improve the 
picture of the block having a ?ne pattern, as Well as the 
picture quality of an entire picture. 

To achieve the foregoing second object and in accordance 
With a second aspect of the present invention, there is 
provided a motion compensated prediction interframe cod 
ing system Which comprises an analog-to-digital conversion 
means for performing an analog-to-digital conversion of a 
television signal, a block dividing means for dividing a 
predetermined area of the television signal digitalized by the 
analog-to-digital conversion means into blocks each having 
a predetermined size, a motion vector calculating means for 
calculating a motion vector, Which represents a motion of a 
television picture represented by the television signal, of 
each block and for judging With respect to each block 
Whether or not the motion compensation is performed by 
using by the motion vector, a motion compensation means 
for performing a motion compensation of a reproduced 
picture signal of a previous frame With respect to each block 
of Which the motion compensation is determined by the 
motion vector calculating means to be effected and for 
calculating predicted gray levels of piXels of each block of 
Which the motion compensation is effected, a prediction 
error evaluating means for computing the difference 
betWeen the gray level of each piXel of a coding block of the 
television picture and the predicted gray level thereof as a 
prediction error thereof, a coding method selection means 
for selecting a method of coding of a block from an 
interframe coding and interframe coding methods, a ?rst 
sWitch means for selecting a signal, of Which an orthogonal 
transform is effected, in accordance With the selection made 
by the coding method selecting means from the gray levels 
of pixels of blocks represented by the television signal and 
the prediction errors, an orthogonal transform means for 
performing an orthogonal transform of the prediction error 
or the gray levels selected by the ?rst sWitch means, a ?rst 
quantization step-size computing means for computing a 
?rst step size for the quantization from an amount of 
generated codes, a variance calculating means for calculat 
ing a variance of the gray levels of the piXels of each block 
of input television signal, a second quantization step-size 
computing means for classifying the blocks into a predeter 
mined number of classes according to the variance and 
computing a second step size for the quantization of each 
block from the ?rst step size in case of the blocks to be coded 
by using an intra-frame coding method and for treating the 
?rst step sizes as the second step sizes in case of the blocks 
to be coded by using an interframe coding method, a 
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quantized transform coef?cient calculating means for quan 
tizing coef?cients of an orthogonal transform by using the 
second step size to obtain quantized coef?cients of an 
orthogonal transform, an orthogonal transform coef?cient 
coding means for performing information on the selection of 
the coding methods, the coding of the prediction error, the 
?rst step size and information on the classes and the quan 
tized coef?cients of the orthogonal transform, an inverse 
quantization means for effecting an inverse orthogonal trans 
form of the quantized coef?cients of the orthogonal trans 
form to obtain inversely-quantized values, a second sWitch 
means for selecting a numerical value of zero as a gray level 
of a piXels of a reproduced picture in case Where the coding 
method selection means selects the intraframe coding 
method and in contrast, selects the predicted value as the 
gray level of a piXel of the reproduced picture in case Where 
the coding method selection means selects the interframe 
coding method, a reproduced picture calculating means for 
calculating a reproduced picture from the inversely 
quantized values and the numerical value of zero or from the 
predicted gray levels of the piXels of the blocks, a memory 
portion for storing the reproduced picture and a motion 
vector coding means for performing the coding of the 
motion vectors. 

As above described, the ?neness of the pattern of a block 
of the input television signal is considered as can be repre 
sented by a variance 02 of gray levels or brightness of piXels 
contained in the block. 

Therefore, the motion compensated prediction interframe 
coding system according to the second aspect of the present 
invention can limit the amount of the generated codes and 
improve the picture quality of a block, Which should be 
coded by using the intraframe coding method and has a ?ne 
pattern, by measuring the ?neness of patterns of blocks of 
the input television signal in terms of the variance 02 of the 
gray level and quantizing the orthogonal transform coef? 
cients by use of a second quantization step size, Which is 
obtained by multiplying the ?rst quantization step size a 
value proportional to the ?neness of patterns of blocks in 
such a manner to be smaller than the ?rst quantization step 
size, for the quantization of a block, Which should be code 
by the using intraframe coding method and has a ?ne 
pattern, other than blocks to be quantized by using the ?rst 
quantization step size among the continuous blocks. 

Moreover, it is a third object of the present invention to 
eliminate the second draWback of the prior art system, 
namely, to provide a motion compensated prediction inter 
frame coding system Which can maintain the ?neness of an 
original picture and thereby improve the picture quality of 
the reproduced picture. 

To achieve the foregoing third object and in accordance 
With a third aspect of the present invention, there is provided 
a motion compensated prediction interframe coding system 
Which comprises an analog-to-digital conversion means for 
performing an analog-to-digital conversion of a television 
signal, a block dividing means for dividing a predetermined 
area of the television signal digitalized by the analog-to 
digital conversion means into blocks each having a prede 
termined size, a motion vector calculating means for calcu 
lating a motion vector, Which represents a motion of a 
television picture represented by the television signal, of 
each block and for judging With respect to each block 
Whether or not a motion compensation prediction is per 
formed by using by the motion vector, a motion compen 
sation predicting means for performing a motion compen 
sation prediction of a reproduced picture signal of a previous 
frame With respect to each block of Which the motion 
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compensation prediction is determined by the motion vector 
calculating means to be effected and for calculating pre 
dicted gray levels of pixels of each block of Which the 
motion compensation prediction is effected, a prediction 
error evaluating means for computing the difference 
betWeen the gray level of each pixel of a coding block of the 
television picture and the predicted gray level thereof as a 
prediction error thereof, a coding method selection means 
for selecting a method of coding of a block from an 
interframe coding and interframe coding methods, a ?rst 
sWitch means for selecting a signal, of Which an orthogonal 
transform is effected, in accordance With the selection made 
by the coding method selecting means from the gray levels 
of pixels of blocks represented by the television signal and 
the prediction errors, an orthogonal transform means for 
performing an orthogonal transform of the prediction error 
or the gray levels selected by the ?rst sWitch means, a ?rst 
quantization step-size computing means for computing a 
?rst step size for the quantization from an amount of 
generated codes, an average and variance calculating means 
for calculating an averaged value and a variance of the gray 
levels of the pixels of each block of input television signal, 
a second quantization step-size computing means for clas 
sifying the blocks into a predetermined number of classes 
according to the averaged value and variance and computing 
a second step size for the quantization of each block from the 
?rst step size in case of the blocks to be coded by using an 
intra-frame coding method and for treating the ?rst step 
sizes as the second step sizes in case of the blocks to be 
coded by using an interframe coding method, a quantized 
transform coefficient calculating means for quantizing coef 
?cients of an orthogonal transform by using the second step 
size to obtain quantized coef?cients of an orthogonal 
transform, an orthogonal transform coef?cient coding means 
for performing information on the selection of the coding 
methods, the coding of the prediction error, the ?rst step size 
and information on the classes and the quantized coefficients 
of the orthogonal transform, an inverse quantization means 
for effecting an inverse orthogonal transform of the quan 
tized coef?cients of the orthogonal transform to obtain 
inversely-quantized values, a second sWitch means for 
selecting a numerical value of zero or the predicted gray 
level obtained by the motion compensation prediction as a 
gray level of a pixels of a reproduced picture according to 
the selection made by the coding method selection means, a 
reproduced picture calculating means for calculating a 
reproduced picture from the inversely-quantized values and 
the numerical value of zero or from the predicted gray levels 
of the pixels of the blocks, a memory portion for storing the 
reproduced picture and a motion vector coding means for 
performing the coding of the motion vectors. 
As stated above, the ?neness of the pattern of a block of 

the input television signal is considered as can be repre 
sented by a variance 02 of gray levels of pixels contained in 
the block. 

Further, in case Where the averaged value of the the gray 
levels of pixels of a block is a certain value, this block may 
not visually be striking even if the variance of the gray levels 
of the pixels of this block is small and the ?neness of the 
pattern of this block is high. 

Therefore, the motion compensated prediction interframe 
coding system according to the second aspect of the present 
invention can limit the amount of the generated codes and 
improve the picture quality of a block, Which should be 
coded by using the intraframe coding method and has a ?ne 
pattern and of Which the averaged value of gray levels of 
pixels is greater or equal to a predetermined value, by 
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measuring the ?neness of a pattern of each block of the input 
television signal in terms of the variance 02 of the gray level 
and quantizing the orthogonal transform coefficients by use 
of a second quantization step size, Which is obtained by 
multiplying the ?rst quantization step size a value propor 
tional to the ?neness of patterns of blocks in such a manner 
to be smaller than the ?rst quantization step size, for the 
quantization of a block, Which should be code by the using 
intraframe coding method and has a ?ne pattern, other than 
blocks to be quantized by using the ?rst quantization step 
size among the continuous blocks. 

Furthermore, it is a fourth object of the present invention 
to eliminate the second draWback of the prior art system, 
namely, to provide a motion compensated prediction inter 
frame coding system Which can improve the picture quality 
by calculating a second quantization step size for each block 
(hereunder sometimes referred to as luminance signal 
block), Which is to be coded by using the intraframe coding 
method and respectively corresponds to a part of a lumi 
nance signal and of Which the averaged value of the gray 
levels of corresponding pixels is equal to or more than a 
predetermined value, from a reference (i.e., a ?rst quanti 
zation step size), Which is calculated from an amount of 
generated codes as proportional to the visual ?neness of the 
blocks to be coded by using the intraframe coding method 
and further quantizing the orthogonal transform coefficients 
by using the second quantization step size, namely, by 
employing a second quantization step size, Which is smaller 
than the ?rst quantization step size, for the quantization of 
a luminance signal block, of Which the averaged value of 
gray levels of corresponding pixels is equal to or more than 
a predetermined value and the ?neness is high, to limit the 
amount of the generated codes, to maintain the ?neness of 
the original picture and to thereby improve the picture 
quality of the blocks, and Which can prevent discoloration of 
a coding block, Which is due to the fact that an amount of 
codes corresponding to a color difference signal is extremely 
small, by reducing the amount of codes corresponding to the 
luminance signal and increase an amount of codes corre 
sponding to the color difference signal by modifying a 
threshold value for evaluating the second quantization step 
size When the ?rst quantization step size is equal to or more 
than a predetermined value, thereby improving the picture 
quality of the entire reproduced picture. 

To achieve the foregoing fourth object and in accordance 
With a fourth aspect of the present invention, there is 
provided a motion compensated prediction interframe cod 
ing system Which comprises an analog-to-digital conversion 
means for performing an analog-to-digital conversion of a 
television signal, a block dividing means for dividing a 
predetermined area of the television signal digitalized by the 
analog-to-digital conversion means into blocks each having 
a predetermined size, a motion vector calculating means for 
calculating a motion vector, Which represents a motion of a 
television picture represented by the television signal, of 
each block and for judging With respect to each block 
Whether or not a motion compensation prediction is per 
formed by using by the motion vector, a motion compen 
sation predicting means for performing a motion compen 
sation prediction of a reproduced picture signal of a previous 
frame With respect to each block of Which the motion 
compensation prediction is determined by the motion vector 
calculating means to be effected and for calculating pre 
dicted gray levels of pixels of each block of Which the 
motion compensation prediction is effected, a prediction 
error evaluating means for computing the difference 
betWeen the gray level of each pixel of a coding block of the 
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television picture and the predicted gray level thereof as a 
prediction error thereof, a coding method selection means 
for selecting a method of coding of a block from an 
interframe coding and interframe coding methods, a ?rst 
sWitch means for selecting a signal, of Which an orthogonal 
transform is effected, in accordance With the selection made 
by the coding method selecting means from the gray levels 
of piXels of blocks represented by the television signal and 
the prediction errors, an orthogonal transform means for 
performing an orthogonal transform of the prediction error 
or the gray levels selected by the ?rst sWitch means; a ?rst 
quantization step-size computing means for computing a 
?rst step size for the quantization from an amount of 
generated codes, an average and variance calculating means 
for calculating an averaged value and a variance of the gray 
levels of the piXels of each block of input television signal, 
a threshold value modifying means for modifying predeter 
mined threshold values according to the ?rst step size to 
classify blocks, Which are repressented by luminance signals 
and are to be coded by effecting the intraframe coding 
method, into a predetermined number of classes, a second 
quantization step-size computing means for classifying the 
blocks, Which are represented by luminance signals and are 
to be coded by effecting the intraframe coding method, into 
the predetermined number of classes according to the aver 
aged value and variance and computing a second step size 
for the quantization of each block from the ?rst step size in 
case of the blocks to be coded by using an intraframe coding 
method and for treating the ?rst step sizes as the second step 
sizes in case of the blocks to be coded by using an interframe 
coding method, a quantized transform coef?cient calculating 
means for quantizing coef?cients of an orthogonal transform 
by using the second step size to obtain quantized coefficients 
of an orthogonal transform, an orthogonal transform coef 
?cient coding means for performing information on the 
selection of the coding methods, the coding of the prediction 
error, the ?rst step size and information on the classes and 
the quantized coef?cients of the orthogonal transform, an 
inverse quantization means for effecting an inverse orthogo 
nal transform of the quantized coef?cients of the orhtogonal 
transform to obtain inversely-quantized values, a second 
sWitch means for selecting a numerical value of zero, or the 
predicted gray level obtained by the motion compensation 
prediction as a gray level of a piXels of a reproduced picture 
according to the selection made by the coding method 
selection means, a reproduced picture calculating means for 
calculating a reproduced picture from the inversely 
quantized values and the numerical value of zero or from the 
predicted gray levels of the piXels of the blocks, a memory 
portion for storing the reproduced picture; and a motion 
vector coding means for performing the coding of the 
motion vectors. 

As above-mentioned, the ?neness of the pattern of a block 
of the input television signal is considered as can be repre 
sented by a variance 02 of gray levels of piXels contained in 
the block. Further, in case Where the averaged value of the 
gray levels of piXels of a block is a certain value, this block 
may not visually be striking even if the variance of the gray 
levels of the piXels of this block is small and the ?neness of 
the pattern of this block is high. 

Thus, the motion compensated prediction interframe cod 
ing system according to the fourth aspect of the present 
invention can limit the amount of the generated codes and 
improve the picture of a block, Which should be coded by 
using the intraframe coding method and has a ?ne pattern 
and of Which the averaged value of gray levels of piXels is 
greater or equal to a predetermined value, by measuring the 
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?neness of a pattern of each block of the luminance signal 
contained in the input television signal in terms of the 
variance 02 of the gray level and quantizing the orthogonal 
transform coef?cients by use of a second quantization step 
size, Which is obtained by multiplying the ?rst quantization 
step size a value proportional to the ?neness of patterns of 
blocks according to a threshold value modi?ed on the basis 
of the averaged value of the piXels of the blocks, the variance 
of the gray level and the ?rst quantization step size in such 
a manner to be smaller than the ?rst quantization step size, 
for the quantization of a block, Which should be code by the 
using intraframe coding method and has a ?ne pattern, other 
than blocks to be quantized by using the ?rst quantization 
step size among the continuous blocks. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other features, objects and advantages of the present 
invention Will become apparent from the folloWing descrip 
tion of preferred embodiments With reference to the draW 
ings in Which like reference characters designate like or 
corresponding parts throughout several vieWs, and in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram for shoWing a prior 
art motion compensated prediction interframe coding sys 
tem; 

FIG. 2 is a diagram for illustrating the relation betWeen a 
picture represented by an input television signal and a Macro 
Block; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram for shoWing a ?rst 
motion compensated prediction interframe coding system 
embodying the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram for shoWing a second 
motion compensated prediction interframe coding system 
embodying the present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a schematic block diagram for shoWing a third 
motion compensated prediction interframe coding system 
embodying the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram for shoWing a fourth 
motion compensated prediction interframe coding system 
embodying the present invention; and 

FIG. 7 is a diagram for illustrating the relation betWeen 
the quantization step sizes and threshold values. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Hereinafter, the preferred embodiments of the present 
invention Will be described in detail by referring to the 
accompanying draWings. 

First, a ?rst embodiment of the present invention Will be 
described hereinbeloW With reference to FIG. 3. 

In this ?gure, reference numeral 101 designates an input 
terminal from Which television signals are inputted to the 
system; 103 a motion vector calculating portion for com 
paring a picture signal of a coding block of a current frame 
With a reproduced picture signal of a previous frame and 
calculating a motion vector; 104 a picture memory portion 
for storing reproduced picture signals of a current and 
previous frames; 107 a motion compensation portion for 
performing a motion compensation of the reproduced pic 
ture signals of the previous frame; 109 an intra-loop ?lter 
portion for performing tWo-dimensional loWpass ?ltering 
processing of a motion compensation predicting signal; 111 
a prediction error evaluating portion for evaluating a pre 
diction error by computing the difference betWeen an origi 
nal picture signal and a predictive signal of a coding block; 
113 an orthogonal transform portion for performing an 
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orthogonal transform of the prediction error signal ; 115 a 
quantization portion for quantizing coef?cients of an 
orthogonal transform; 116 a variance calculating portion for 
calculating a variance of the input television signal; 118 a 
second quantization step-size computing portion for com 
puting a second step size for the quantization; 122 a ?rst 
quantization step-size computing portion for computing a 
?rst step size for the quantization; 123 a code memory 
portion for temporarily storing a transmission frame; 126 an 
inverse orthogonal transform portion for effecting an inverse 
orthogonal transform of the quantized orthogonal transform 
coef?cients; 128 a reproduced picture calculating portion for 
calculating a reproduced picture of a current frame; 130 a 
prediction error coding portion for performing What is called 
“transmitting channel coding” of a prediction error, the ?rst 
quantization step size and quantization class information; 
132 a motion vector coding portion for performing the 
transmitting channel coding of a motion vector; 134 a 
multipleXer portion for computing a transmitting frame on 
the basis of the prediction code and the coded motion vector 
(hereunder sometimes referred to as the motion vector 
code); and 137 an output terminal from Which a transmission 
signal is output. 

Hereinafter, an operation of this motion compensated 
prediction interframe coding system having the above 
described arrangement Will be described. 

First, television signals are converted into digital televi 
sion signals by an analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion circuit 
(not shoWn). Then, piXels represented by the digital televi 
sion signals are divided into blocks each of Which is a 
rectangular array composed of M><N piXels arranged in M 
columns and N roWs. Further, the digital television signals 
are input to the system from the input terminal 101 as input 
television signals 102. Then, the motion vector calculating 
portion 103 compares the input television signal 102 With a 
reproduced picture signal 105 of a previous frame stored in 
the picture memory portion 104 and calculating the motion 
of a coding block as a motion vector and moreover outputs 
a motion vector signal 106 representing the motion vector. 
Simultaneously, the motion vector calculating portion 103 
judges from the result of the evaluation of the motion vector 
Whether the motion compensation made With respect to the 
coding block is effective or ineffective. Further, the motion 
vector calculating portion 103 outputs motion compensation 
control information signal Which represents the result of the 
judgement and is superposed on the motion vector signal 
106. 

A motion compensation portion 107 performs a motion 
compensation of the reproduced television signal 105 of a 
previous frame corresponding to the coding lock in case 
Where the motion compensation control information signal 
indicates that the motion compensation is effective (i.e., the 
motion compensation is effected by using the motion vector 
signal) and outputs the reproduced television signal Without 
change as a motion compensation signal 108 in case Where 
the motion compensation control information signal indi 
cates that the motion compensation prediction is ineffective 
(i.e., the motion compensation should not be effected). 

Then, the intra-loop ?ltering portion 109 performs the tWo 
dimensional loWpass ?ltering processing of a coding block 
of Which the motion compensation is effected by using the 
motion vector and further outputs a prediction signal 110. 

Subsequently, the prediction error evaluating portion 111 
evaluates the difference betWeen the input television signal 
102 and the prediction signal 110 of the coding block and 
outputs a prediction error signal 112 representing the evalu 
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ated difference. Further, the orthogonal transform portion 
113 performs the orthogonal transform of the signal 112 to 
remove therefrom effects of the high-degree correlation 
betWeen each pair of the neighbors of a piXel corresponding 
to the signal 112 and further outputs a prediction error 
orthogonal transform coef?cient signal 114 representing 
prediction error orthogonal transform coef?cients. At that 
time, the discrete cosine transform (DCT), Which has a high 
ef?ciency of transform and of Which ?rmWare may be 
realized as described above, is usually employed as the 
orthogonal transform. 

Hereunder, Will be described a method for calculating the 
second quantization step size 120 Which is used to quantize 
the prediction error orthogonal transform coef?cients 114. 
The variance calculating portion 116 calculates a variance 

02 of the input television signal of the coding block from the 
folloWing equation (3) and outputs a variance signal 117 
representing the calculated variance. Further, the variance 02 
is small in case Where the ?neness of a block represented by 
the input television signal 102 is high, While the variance 02 
is large in case Where the ?neness of a block represented by 
the input television signal 102 is loW. 

Where M represents the number of columns (or piXels on a 
roW) of a block; N the number of roWs of the block; p(i,j) a 
gray level of a piXel at an address (i,j) in the block; and P the 
averaged value of the gray levels of the piXels of the block 
(see the folloWing equation 

Further, the second quantization step size calculating 
portion 118 generates a second quantization step size signal 
120 representing second quantization step size and a quan 
tization class information signal 121 representing the quan 
tization class information. The ?rst quantization step size 
calculating portion 122 obtains the ?rst quantization step 
size from an amount of codes remained in the code memory 
portion 123 by using the above described method, Which is 
employed for calculating the quantization step size in the 
prior art system, and outputs a ?rst quantization step size 
signal 119 representing the ?rst quantization step size. 
As Will be described beloW, the second quantization step 

size calculating portion 118 compares the variance repre 
sented by the variance signal 117 With each of three thresh 
old values th1, th2 and th3 to divide each block into four 
quantization classes. Further, the second quantization step 
size represented by the second quantization step size signal 
120 for each block obtained from the ?rst quantization step 
size represented by the ?rst quantization step size signal 119. 
Incidentally, let Qb denote the ?rst quantization step size; 
and Qstep the second quantization step size. 
(D In case Where 0; o2<th1, the class No. (Qstep Class)=1 

and Qstep=(%)Qb; 
In case Where th1§o2<th2, Qstep Class=2 and Qstep= 

In case Where th2§o2<th3, Qstep Class=3 and Qstep= 
(%)Qb; and 
@ In case Where th3§o2, Qstep Class=4 and Qstep=Qb. 

Thereby, for a block having a ?ne pattern or teXture, the 
second quantization step size is made to become smaller 
than the ?rst quantization step size. 
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Then, the quantization portion 115 quantizes the predic 
tion error orthogonal transform coefficients 114 by using the 
second quantization step size 120 to obtain orthogonal 
transform quantization coef?cients and outputs an orthogo 
nal transform quantization coef?cient signal 125 represent 
ing the orthogonal transform quantization coef?cients. 
Further, the inverse orthogonal transform portion 126 per 
forms the inverse orthogonal transform of the prediction 
error orthogonal transform quantization coef?cients 125 and 
outputs a quantization-error-containing prediction error sig 
nal 127 representing the result of the inverse orthogonal 
transform. 

Subsequently, the reproduced picture calculating portion 
128 adds the prediction signal 110 and the quantization 
error-containing prediction error signal 127 and outputs a 
reproduced picture signal 129 representing a reproduced 
picture of the coding block. Further, the picture memory 44 
stores the reproduced picture signal 129 of the current frame 
and outputs the reproduced picture signal 105 of the previ 
ous frame. Moreover, the prediction error coding portion 
130 performs the coding of the prediction error orthogonal 
transform quantization coef?cients 125, a signal indicating 
the ?rst quantization step size 119 and the quantization class 
information 121 and outputs a prediction error code signal 
131 representing the prediction error code. Furthermore, the 
motion vector coding portion 132 performs the coding of the 
motion vector signal 106 and calculates a motion vector 
code and a motion vector code signal 133 representing the 
motion vector code. Thereafter, the multiplexer portion 134 
calculates a transmission frame 135, Which has a predeter 
mined format, from the prediction error code 131 and the 
motion vector code 133. Subsequently, the code memory 
portion 123 stores the transmission frame once and further 
outputs a transmission frame signal 135 representing the 
transmission frame from the output terminal 137 in synchro 
nization With a clock signal, Which is inputted from an 
external circuit (not shoWn), as a transmission code repre 
sented by a transmission code signal 136. Simultaneously, 
the code memory portion 123 calculates an amount of codes 
remained therein and outputs a remained amount code signal 
124 indicating the calculated amount of the remained codes. 
As is apparent from the foregoing description, this 

embodiments calculates the second quantization step size 
from the ?rst quantization step size as proportional to the 
?neness of the pattern of each block among a group of 
continuous blocks, each of Which is quantized by using a 
quantization step size, and quantizes the prediction error of 
a block having a ?ne pattern by using the the second 
quantization step size. Thereby, the picture quality of the 
reproduced picture can be improved Without degrading the 
?neness of the pattern or texture of the entire picture. 

Incidentally, the variance 117 calculated by the variance 

calculating portion 116 is de?ned by the equation HoWever, any other kind of a measure may be employed as 

the variance so long as it can be used to measure the ?neness 
of a picture represented by the input television signal 102. 
For instance, the folloWing measure D de?ned by an equa 
tion (5) may be employed because the size of a block is 
generally ?xed (namely, the number of pixels on a roW is M 
and that of roWs is N) and the calculation thereof can be 
easily effected. 

Where p(i,j) denotes a gray level of a pixel at an address (i,j) 
in the block; and P the averaged value of the gray levels of 
the pixels of the block. 
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Further, in this embodiment, the number of the classes is 

four as above described. HoWever, a different number may 
be employed as the number of the classes. 

Additionally, in this embodiment, the second quantization 
step size Qstep is determined for each class as described in 

Another method for determining the second quan 
tization step size may employed as long as the second 
quantization step size can be determined by the method to be 
small for a block having a small variance. 
As described above, this embodiment ?rst measures char 

acteristics regarding the ?neness of a pattern or texture of 
each block of picture, Which is represented by an input 
television signal and is divided into a group of continuous 
blocks each quantized by using a quantization step size, and 
changes the quantization step size into a smaller one if 
quantizes a block having a picture pattern or texture ?ner 
than patterns of the other blocks. Thereby, an amount of 
generated codes can be limited but a motion compensated 
prediction frame coding operation can be performed Without 
degrading the ?neness of the texture of the original input 
picture. Further, the picture quality of the reproduced picture 
can be improved. Thus, practically, the present invention is 
very ef?cacious. 

Next, a second embodiment of the present invention Will 
be described hereinbeloW With reference to FIG. 4. 

In this ?gure, reference numeral 201 designates an input 
terminal from Which television signals are inputted to the 
system; 203 a motion vector calculating portion for com 
paring a picture signal of a coding block of a current frame 
With a reproduced picture signal of a previous frame and 
calculating a motion vector; 204 a picture memory portion 
for storing reproduced picture signals of a current and 
previous frames; 207 a motion compensation portion for 
performing a motion compensation of the reproduced pic 
ture signals of the previous frame; 209 a coding method 
selection portion for selecting a method of coding of a block 
from an interframe coding and interframe coding methods; 
211 an intra-loop ?lter portion for performing tWo 
dimensional loWpass ?ltering processing of a motion com 
pensation signal; 213 a prediction error evaluating portion 
for evaluating a prediction error by computing the difference 
betWeen an original picture signal and a predictive signal of 
a coding block; 215 a sWitch portion for selecting a signal, 
of Which an orthogonal transform is effected, in accordance 
With a coding method selecting signal and further selecting 
a signal from Which a reproduced picture is calculated; 217 
an orthogonal transform portion for performing an orthogo 
nal transform of the prediction error signal; 219 a quanti 
zation portion for quantizing coefficients of an orthogonal 
transform; 221 a second quantization step-size computing 
portion for computing a second step size for the quantiza 
tion; 222 a ?rst quantization step-size computing portion for 
computing a ?rst step size for the quantization; 225 a 
variance calculating potion for calculating a variance of the 
input television signal; 228 a code memory portion for 
temporarily storing a transmission frame; 230 an inverse 
orthogonal transform portion for effecting an inverse 
orthogonal transform of the quantized orthogonal transform 
coef?cients; 234 a reproduced picture calculating portion for 
calculating a reproduced picture of a current frame; 236 a 
prediction error coding portion for performing What is called 
“transmitting channel coding” of a coding method selection 
signal, a prediction error, the ?rst quantization step size and 
quantization class information; 238 a motion vector coding 
portion for performing the transmitting channel coding of a 
motion vector; 240 a multiplexer portion for computing a 
transmitting frame on the basis of the prediction code and 
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the motion vector code; and 243 an output terminal from 
Which a transmission signal is output. 

Hereinafter, an operation of this motion compensated 
prediction interframe coding system having the above 
described arrangement Will be described. 

First, television signals are converted into digital televi 
sion signals by an A/D conversion circuit (not shoWn). Then, 
piXels represented by the digital television signals are 
divided into blocks each of Which is a rectangular array 
composed of M><N piXels arranged in M columns and N 
roWs. Further, the digital television signals are input to the 
system from the input terminal 201 as input television 
signals 202. Then, the motion vector calculating portion 203 
compares the input television signal 202 With a reproduced 
picture signal 205 of a previous frame stored in the picture 
memory portion 204 and calculating the motion of a coding 
block as a motion vector and moreover outputs a motion 
vector signal 206 representing the motion vector. 
Simultaneously, the motion vector calculating portion 203 
judges from the result of the evaluation of the motion vector 
Whether the motion compensation made With respect to the 
coding block is effective or ineffective. Further, the motion 
vector calculating portion 203 outputs motion compensation 
control information signal Which represents the result of the 
judgement and is superposed on the motion vector signal 
206. 
A motion compensation portion 207 performs a motion 

compensation of the reproduced television signal 205 of a 
previous frame in case Where the motion compensation 
control information indicates that the motion compensation 
is effective (i.e., the motion compensation is be effected by 
using motion vector) and outputs the reproduced television 
signal Without change as a motion compensation signal 208 
in case Where the motion compensation control information 
indicates that the motion compensation is ineffective (i.e., 
the motion compensation should not be effected). 

The coding method selection portion 209 compares the 
input television signal 202 With the motion compensation 
signal 208 every block and judges Whether or not the motion 
compensation prediction is effective. Further, the coding 
method selection portion 209 judges that an intraframe 
coding method is effective for a current block in question in 
case Where the motion compensation prediction is effective 
and that an interframe coding method is effective for a 
current block in question in case Where the motion compen 
sation prediction is not effective, and outputs a coding 
method selection signal 210 representing the result of this 
judgement. Further, in case of a coding system in Which it 
is necessary to insert a refreshment frame betWeen other 
frames, the portion 209 selects the coding method selection 
signal 210 in such a manner to code all of the blocks by use 
of the intra-frame coding method by inserting a refreshment 
frame betWeen other frames every constant frame period. 

Then, the intra-loop ?ltering portion 211 performs the 
tWo-dimensional loWpass ?ltering processing of the motion 
compensation signal 208 in case Where the motion compen 
sation of a coding block is to be effected by using the motion 
vector and in another case, outputs the motion compensation 
signal 208 as a prediction signal 212 Without effecting the 
intra-loop ?ltering processing. 

Subsequently, the prediction error evaluating portion 213 
evaluates the difference betWeen the input television signal 
202 and the prediction signal 212 of the coding block and 
outputs a prediction error signal 214 representing the evalu 
ated difference. 

Thereafter, in case Where the coding method selection 
signal 210 indicates that the intraframe coding method is 
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selected, the sWitching portion 215 selects the input televi 
sion 202 as a signal 216 to be transformed by performing the 
orthogonal transform. In contrast, in case Where the coding 
method selection signal 210 indicates that the interframe 
coding method is selected, the sWitching portion 215 selects 
the prediction error signal 214 as a signal 216. 

Further, the orthogonal transform portion 217 performs 
the orthogonal transform of the signal 216 to remove there 
from effects of the high-degree correlation betWeen each 
pair of the neighbors of a piXel corresponding to the signal 
216 and further outputs an orthogonal transform coef?cient 
signal 218 representing orthogonal transform coef?cients. At 
that time, the DCT, Which has a high ef?ciency of transform 
and of Which ?rmWare may be realiZed, is usually employed 
as the orthogonal transform. 

Then, the quantiZation portion 219 quantiZes the orthogo 
nal transform coef?cients represented by the signal 218 by 
using the second quantiZation step siZe. Hereinafter, a 
method of calculating the second quantiZation step siZe 
represented by a second quantiZation step siZe signal 220. 

(1) In case Where a coding block is a block to be coded by 
the intraframe coding method: 
The second quantiZation step siZe calculating portion 221 

outputs the ?rst quantiZation step siZe calculated by the ?rst 
quantiZation step siZe calculating portion 222 from the 
amount of the remained code 223 by using the method 
described With reference to FIG. 1 as the second quantiZa 
tion step siZe. 

(2) In case Where a coding block is a block to be coded by 
the interframe coding method: 
By effecting a process of steps and (ii) as Will be 

described later, a variance of gray levels of piXels of the 
coding block is ?rst calculated. Then, the block is divided 
into classes according to the calculated variance. Further, the 
second quantiZation step siZe actually used in the quantiZa 
tion for each class is calculated from the ?rst quantiZation 
step siZe. 

(i) The variance calculating portion 225 calculates a 
variance 02 of the input television signal 202 of the coding 
block from the folloWing equation (6) and outputs a variance 
signal 226 representing the calculated variance. Further, the 
variance 02 is small in case Where the ?neness of a block 
represented by the input television signal 202 is high, While 
the variance 02 is large in case Where the ?neness of a block 
represented by the input television signal 202 is loW. 

Where M represents the number of columns (or piXels on a 

roW) of a block; N the number of roWs of the block; p(i, a gray level of a piXel at an address (i, in the block; and 

P the averaged value of the gray levels of the piXels of the 
block (given by the folloWing equation 

(ii) Further, the second quantiZation step siZe calculating 
portion 221 calculates a second quantiZation step siZe rep 
resented by a second quantiZation step siZe signal 220 and 
the quantiZation class information represented by a quanti 
Zation class information signal 227 from the variance signal 
226 (hereunder sometimes referred to as the coding block 
variance signal) corresponding to the coding block and the 
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?rst quantization step size signal 224. Further, the ?rst 
quantization step size represented by the signal 224 is 
obtained by the ?rst quantization step size calculating por 
tion 222 from the amount of the codes remained in the code 
memory 228 by using the method described With reference 
to FIG. 1. 

The second quantization step size calculating portion 221 
compares the variance represented by the variance signal 
226 With each of three threshold values th1, th2 and th3 With 
respect to a block to be coded by using the interframe coding 
method and divides each block into four quantization 
classes. Further, the second quantization step size repre 
sented by the second quantization step size signal 220 for 
each block obtained from the ?rst quantization step size 
represented by the ?rst quantization step size signal 224. 
Incidentally, let Qb denote the ?rst quantization step size; 
and Qstep the second quantization step size. 
(D In case Where 0; o2<th1, the class No. (Qstep Class)=1 

and Qstep=(%)Qb; 
In case Where th1§o2<th2, Qstep Class=2 and Qstep= 

@ In case Where th2§o2<th3, Qstep Class=3 and Qstep= 

In case Where th3§o2, Qstep Class=4 and Qstep=Qb. 
Thereby, the second quantization step size used for quan 

tizing a block to be coded by using the interframe coding 
method is made to become smaller than the ?rst quantization 
step size. 

Then, the quantization portion 219 quantizes the orthogo 
nal transform coef?cients 214 by using the second quanti 
zation step size 220 to obtain orthogonal transform quanti 
zation coef?cients and outputs an orthogonal transform 
quantization coef?cient signal 229 representing the orthogo 
nal transform quantization coef?cients. Further, the inverse 
orthogonal transform portion 230 performs the inverse 
orthogonal transform of the orthogonal transform quantiza 
tion coef?cients 229 and outputs a quantization-error 
containing error signal 231 representing the result of the 
inverse orthogonal transform. 

Further, another sWitching portion 251 selects a 
numerical-value-zero signal 233 as a reproduced picture 
calculated signal 232 in case Where the coding method 
selection signal 210 selects the intraframe coding method. In 
contrast, the sWitching portion 216 selects the prediction 
signal 212 as the reproduced picture calculating signal 232 
in case Where the coding method selection signal 210 selects 
the interframe coding method. 

Then, the reproduced picture calculating portion 234 adds 
the reproduced picture calculating signal 232 and the 
quantization-error-containing orthogonal transform signal 
231 and outputs a reproduced picture signal 235 represent 
ing a reproduced picture of the coding block. Further, the 
picture memory 204 stores the reproduced picture signal 235 
of the current frame and outputs the reproduced picture 
signal 205 of the previous frame. 

Moreover, the prediction error coding portion 236 per 
forms the coding of the orthogonal transform quantization 
coef?cients represented by the signal 225, a the ?rst quan 
tization step size represented by the signal 224, the quanti 
zation class information represented by the signal 227 and 
the information represented by the coding method selection 
signal 210 and outputs a prediction error code 237. 

Furthermore, the motion vector coding portion 238 per 
forms the coding of the motion vector signal 206 and 
calculates a motion vector code, Which is represented by a 
motion vector code signal 239. 

Thereafter, the multiplexer portion 240 calculates a trans 
mission frame 241, Which has a predetermined format, from 
the prediction error code 237 and the motion vector code 
239. 
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Subsequently, the code memory portion 228 stores the 

transmission frame 241 once and further outputs the trans 
mission frame 241 from the output terminal 243 in synchro 
nization With a clock signal, Which is inputted from an 
external circuit (not shoWn), as a transmission code repre 
sented by a transmission code signal 242. Simultaneously, 
the code memory portion 228 calculates an amount of codes 
remained therein and outputs a signal 223 indicating the 
calculated amount of the remained codes. 
As is apparent from the foregoing description, this 

embodiments calculates the second quantization step size 
from the ?rst quantization step size as proportional to the 
?neness of the pattern of each block among a group of 
continuous blocks, each of Which is quantized by using a 
quantization step size, and quantizes the prediction error of 
a block having a ?ne pattern by using the the second 
quantization step size. Thereby, the picture quality of the 
entire reproduced picture can be improved Without degrad 
ing the ?neness of the pattern or texture of the picture. 

Incidentally, the variance 226 calculated by the variance 

calculating portion 225 is de?ned by the equation HoWever, any other kind of a measure may be employed as 

the variance so long as it can be used to measure the ?neness 
of a picture represented by the input television signal 102. 
For example, the folloWing measure D de?ned by an equa 
tion (8) may be employed because the size of a block is 
generally ?xed (namely, the number of pixels on a roW is M 
and that of roWs is N) and the calculation thereof can be 
easily effected. 

Where p(i, denotes a gray level of a pixel at an address (i, 
in the block; and P the averaged value of the gray levels 

of the pixels of the block. 
Further, in this embodiment, the number of the classes is 

four, as above described. HoWever, a different number may 
be employed as the number of the classes so long as the 
second quantization step size can be determined to be small 
for a block having a small variance. 
As described above, this embodiment ?rst measures char 

acteristics regarding the ?neness of a picture pattern or 
texture of each block of picture, Which is represented by an 
input television signal and is divided into a group of con 
tinuous blocks each quantized by using a quantization step 
size, and changes the quantization step size into a smaller 
one When quantizing a block having a ?ne pattern or texture 
and to be coded by effecting the intra-frame coding method. 
Thereby, an amount of generated codes can be limited but a 
motion compensated prediction frame coding operation can 
be performed Without degrading the ?neness of the texture 
of the original input picture. Further, the picture quality of 
the reproduced picture can be improved. Therefore, 
practically, the present invention is very advantageous. 

Next, a third embodiment of the present invention Will be 
described hereinbeloW With reference to FIG. 5. 

In this ?gure, reference numeral 301 designates an input 
terminal from Which television signals are inputted to the 
system; 303 a motion vector calculating portion for com 
paring a picture signal of a coding block of a current frame 
With a reproduced picture signal of a previous frame and 
calculating a motion vector; 304 a picture memory portion 
for storing reproduced picture signals of a current and 
previous frames; 307 a motion compensation predicting 
portion for performing a motion compensation predicting of 
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the reproduced picture signals of the previous frame; 309 a 
coding method selection portion for selecting a method of 
coding of a block from an interframe coding and intraframe 
coding methods; 311 an intra-loop ?lter portion for perform 
ing tWo-dimensional loWpass ?ltering processing of a 
motion compensation predicting signal; 313 a prediction 
error evaluating portion for evaluating a prediction error by 
computing the difference betWeen an original picture signal 
and a predictive signal of a coding block; 315 a sWitch 
portion for selecting a signal, of Which an orthogonal 
transform is effected, in accordance With a coding method 
selecting signal and further selecting a signal from Which a 
reproduced picture is calculated; 317 an orthogonal trans 
form portion for performing an orthogonal transform of the 
prediction error signal; 319 a quantization portion for quan 
tizing coef?cients of an orthogonal transform; 321 a second 
quantization step-size computing portion for computing a 
second step size for the quantization; 322 a ?rst quantization 
step-size computing portion for computing a ?rst step size 
for the quantization; 325 an average and variance calculating 
portion for calculating the averaged value of the level of and 
a variance of the input television signal; 328 a code memory 
portion for temporarily storing a transmission frame; 330 an 
inverse orthogonal transform portion for effecting an inverse 
orthogonal transform of the quantized orthogonal transform 
coef?cients; 334 a reproduced picture calculating portion for 
calculating a reproduced picture of a current frame; 336 a 
prediction error coding portion for performing What is called 
“transmitting channel coding” of a coding method selection 
signal, a prediction error, the ?rst quantization step size and 
quantization class information; 338 a motion vector coding 
portion for performing the transmitting channel coding of a 
motion vector; 340 a multiplexer portion for computing a 
transmitting frame on the basis of the prediction code and 
the motion vector code; and 343 an output terminal from 
Which a transmission signal is output. 

Hereinafter, an operation of this motion compensated 
prediction interframe coding system having the above 
described arrangement Will be described. 

First, television signals are converted into digital televi 
sion signals by an A/D conversion circuit (not shoWn). Then, 
piXels represented by the digital television signals are 
divided into blocks each of Which is a rectangular array 
composed of M><N piXels arranged in M columns and N 
roWs. Further, the digital television signals are input to the 
system from the input terminal 301 as input television 
signals 302. Then, the motion vector calculating portion 303 
compares the input television signal 302 With a reproduced 
picture signal 305 of a previous frame read from the picture 
memory portion 304 and calculating the motion of a coding 
block as a motion vector and moreover outputs a motion 
vector signal 306 representing the motion vector. 
Simultaneously, the motion vector calculating portion 303 
judges from the result of the evaluation of the motion vector 
Whether the motion compensation prediction made With 
respect to the coding block is effective or ineffective. 
Further, the motion vector calculating portion 303 outputs 
motion compensation prediction control information signal 
Which represents the result of the judgement and is super 
posed on the motion vector signal 306. 
A motion compensation predicting portion 307 performs 

a motion compensation prediction of the reproduced televi 
sion signal 305 of a previous frame in case Where the motion 
compensation prediction control information indicates that 
the motion compensation prediction prediction is effective 
(i.e., the motion compensation prediction is be effected by 
using motion vector) and outputs the reproduced television 
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signal Without change as a motion compensation prediction 
signal 308 in case Where the motion compensation predic 
tion control information indicates that the motion compen 
sation prediction is ineffective (i.e., the motion compensa 
tion prediction should not be effected). 
The coding method selection portion 309 compares the 

input television signal 302 With the motion compensation 
prediction signal 308 every block and judges Whether or not 
the motion compensation prediction is effective. Further, the 
coding method selection portion 309 judges that an 
intraframe coding method is effective for a current block in 
question in case Where the motion compensation prediction 
is effective and that an interframe coding method is effective 
for a current block in question in case Where the motion 
compensation prediction is not effective, and outputs a 
coding method selection signal 310 representing the result of 
this judgement. Further, in case of a coding system in Which 
it is necessary to insert a refreshment frame betWeen other 
frames, the portion 209 selects the coding method selection 
signal 310 in such a manner to code all of the blocks by use 
of the intra-frame coding method by inserting a refreshment 
frame betWeen other frames every constant frame period. 

Then, the intra-loop ?ltering portion 311 performs the 
tWo-dimensional loWpass ?ltering processing of the motion 
compensation prediction signal 308 in case Where the 
motion compensation of a coding block is to be effected by 
using the motion vector and in another case, outputs the 
motion compensation prediction signal 308 as a prediction 
signal 312 Without effecting the intra-loop ?ltering process 
ing. 

Subsequently, the prediction error evaluating portion 313 
evaluates the difference betWeen the input television signal 
302 and the prediction signal 312 of the coding block and 
outputs a prediction error signal 314 representing the evalu 
ated difference. 

Thereafter, in case Where the coding method selection 
signal 310 indicates that the intraframe coding method is 
selected, the sWitching portion 315 selects the input televi 
sion 302 as a signal 316 to be transformed by performing the 
orthogonal transform. In contrast, in case Where the coding 
method selection signal 310 indicates that the interframe 
coding method is selected, the sWitching portion 315 selects 
the prediction error signal 314 as a signal 316. 

Further, the orthogonal transform portion 317 performs 
the orthogonal transform of the signal 316 to remove there 
from effects of the high-degree correlation betWeen each 
pair of the neighbors of a piXel corresponding to the signal 
316 and further outputs an orthogonal transform coef?cient 
signal 318 representing orthogonal transform coef?cients. At 
that time, the DCT, Which has a high ef?ciency of transform 
and of Which ?rmWare may be realized, is usually employed 
as the orthogonal transform. 

Then, the quantization portion 319 quantizes the orthogo 
nal transform coef?cients represented by the signal 318 by 
using the second quantization step size. Hereinafter, a 
method of calculating the second quantization step size 
represented by a second quantization step size signal 320. 

(1) In case Where a coding block is a block to be coded by 
the intraframe coding method: 
The second quantization step size calculating portion 321 

outputs the ?rst quantization step size calculated by the ?rst 
quantization step size calculating portion 322 from the 
amount of the remained code 323 by using the method 
described With reference to FIG. 1 as the second quantiza 
tion step size. 

(2) In case Where a coding block is a block to be coded by 
the interframe coding method: 
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By effecting a process of steps (I) and (II) as Will be 
described later, a variance of gray levels of pixels of the 
coding block is ?rst calculated. Then, the block is divided 
into classes according to the calculated variance. Moreover, 
the second quantization step siZe actually used in the quan 
tiZation for each class is calculated from the ?rst quantiZa 
tion step siZe. 

(I) The variance calculating portion 325 calculates an 
averaged value p of the level of and a variance 02 of the 
input television signal 302 of the coding block from the 
folloWing equations (9) and (10) and outputs an averaged 
value signal 344 and a variance signal 326 representing the 
calculated variance. Incidentally, the averaged value p is 
used to judge Whether or not the ?rst quantization step siZe 
should be changed according to the ?neness of the pattern of 
a block. 

Further, the variance 02 is small in case Where the ?neness 
of a block represented by the input television signal 302 is 
high, While the variance 02 is large in case Where the 
?neness of a block represented by the input television signal 
302 is loW. 

Where M represents the number of columns (or pixels on a 
roW) of a block; N the number of roWs of the block; and p(i,j) 
a gray level of a pixel at an address (i,j) in the block. 

(II) Further, the second quantiZation step siZe calculating 
portion 321 calculates a second quantiZation step siZe rep 
resented by a second quantiZation step siZe signal 320 and 
the quantiZation class information represented by a quanti 
Zation class information signal 327 from the coding block 
variance signal 326, the averaged value signal 344 
(hereunder sometimes referred to as the coding block aver 
aged value signal) corresponding to the coding block and the 
?rst quantiZation step siZe signal 324. Further, the ?rst 
quantiZation step siZe represented by the signal 324 is 
obtained by the ?rst quantiZation step siZe calculating por 
tion 322 from the amount 323 of the codes remained in the 
code memory 328 by using the method employed in the prior 
art system. 

The second quantiZation step siZe calculating portion 321 
compares the averaged value represented by the signal 344 
and the variance represented by the signal 326 With each of 
four threshold values th1, th2, th3 and th4 With respect to a 
block to be coded by using the interframe coding method 
and divides each block into four quantiZation classes. 
Further, the second quantiZation step siZe represented by the 
second quantiZation step siZe signal 320 for each block 
obtained from the ?rst quantiZation step siZe represented by 
the ?rst quantiZation step siZe signal 324. Incidentally, let Qb 
denote the ?rst quantiZation step siZe; and Qstep the second 
quantiZation step siZe. 
(D In case Where 0; o2<th1 and p>th4, the class No. (Qstep 

Class)=1 and Qstep=(%)Qb; 
@ In case Where th1 é o2<th2 and p>th4, Qstep Class=2 and 

In case Where th2 é o2<th3 and p>th4, Qstep Class=3 and 

In case Where th3§o2 and p>th4, Qstep Class=4 and 

Thereby, the second quantiZation step siZe 320 used for 
quantiZing a block to be coded by using the interframe 
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coding method is made to become smaller than the ?rst 
quantiZation step siZe 324 in case Where the averaged value 
of the level of the input television signal 302 is equal to or 
more than a predetermined constant value and the ?neness 
of the picture pattern of the block is high. 

Then, the quantiZation portion 319 quantiZes the orthogo 
nal transform coef?cients 314 by using the second quanti 
Zation step siZe 320 to obtain orthogonal transform quanti 
Zation coef?cients and outputs an orthogonal transform 
quantiZation coef?cient signal 329 representing the orthogo 
nal transform quantiZation coef?cients. Further, the inverse 
orthogonal transform portion 330 performs the inverse 
orthogonal transform of the orthogonal transform quantiZa 
tion coef?cients 329 and outputs a quantiZation-error 
containing error signal 331 representing the result of the 
inverse orthogonal transform. 

Further, the sWitching portion 316 selects a numerical 
value-Zero signal 333 as a reproduced picture calculating 
signal 332 in case Where the coding method selection signal 
310 selects the intraframe coding method. In contrast, the 
sWitching portion 316 selects the prediction signal 312 as the 
reproduced picture calculating signal 332 in case Where the 
coding method selection signal 310 selects the interframe 
coding method. 

Then, the reproduced picture calculating portion 334 adds 
the reproduced picture calculating signal 332 and the 
quantiZation-error-containing orthogonal transform signal 
331 and outputs a reproduced picture signal 335 represent 
ing a reproduced picture of the coding block. Further, the 
picture memory 304 stores the reproduced picture signal 335 
of the current frame and outputs the reproduced picture 
signal 305 of the previous frame. 

Moreover, the prediction error coding portion 336 per 
forms the coding of the orthogonal transform quantiZation 
coef?cients represented by the signal 325, a the ?rst quan 
tiZation step siZe represented by the signal 324, the quanti 
Zation class information represented by the signal 327 and 
the information represented by the coding method selection 
signal 310 and outputs a prediction error code 337. 

Furthermore, the motion vector coding portion 338 per 
forms the coding of the motion vector signal 306 and 
calculates a motion vector code, Which is represented by a 
motion vector code signal 339. 

Thereafter, the multiplexer portion 340 calculates a trans 
mission frame 341, Which has a predetermined format, from 
the prediction error code 337 and the motion vector code 
339. 

Subsequently, the code memory portion 328 stores the 
transmission frame 341 once and further outputs the trans 
mission frame 341 from the output terminal 343 in synchro 
niZation With a clock signal, Which is inputted from an 
external circuit (not shoWn), as a transmission code repre 
sented by a transmission code signal 342. Simultaneously, 
the code memory portion 328 calculates an amount of codes 
remained therein and outputs a signal 323 indicating the 
calculated amount of the remained codes. 
As is apparent from the foregoing description, this 

embodiments calculates the second quantiZation step siZe 
from the ?rst quantiZation step siZe as proportional to the 
?neness of the pattern of each block, Which is coded by 
effecting the intra-frame coding method, among a group of 
continuous blocks, each of Which is quantiZed by using a 
quantiZation step siZe, in case Where the averaged value of 
the gray levels of pixels of an input picture is equal to or 
more than a predetermined constant value, and further 
quantiZes the prediction error of a block having a ?ne pattern 
by using the second quantiZation step siZe. Thereby, the 
















